**LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES 2022**

**Policing and Criminal Legal Reform**

Qualified Immunity

- Create a state cause of action to enable people in MN to sue government officials for violations of their constitutional rights

Civilian Review Board for Police, HF905

- Eliminate the prohibition on civilian oversight boards imposing discipline on peace officers

Cannabis Legalization, HF600/HF757

- Legalize adult-use cannabis in MN

**Surveillance, Privacy and Technology**

Student Data Privacy, HF341/SF2307

- Limit collection, retention, and use of information about MN students via technology platforms and school-issued devices
- Prohibit use of surveillance technologies, such as remotely accessible webcams and location tracking, that present the most egregious threats to civil liberties of MN’s students

Facial Recognition Technology Ban, HF1196

- Ban the use of facial recognition technology by any government entity in the state
- Ban the use of information derived from facial recognition technology

**Voting Rights**

Restore the Vote, HF876/SF1010

- Restore the right to vote for people who were formerly incarcerated with a felony conviction and are now on probation or parole

**Immigrants’ Rights**

Post-Conviction Relief Expansion, HF833/SF1514

- Provide an exception to the two-year filing deadline for petitions for post-conviction relief where immigration consequences arise due to an old criminal conviction

Gross Misdemeanor Sentencing Reform, HF614/SF901

- Reduce the maximum sentence of a gross misdemeanor in MN by one day in order to promote consistency with federal immigration law and prevent arbitrary and disproportionately severe immigration consequences

Driver’s Licenses for All, HF1163

- Provide access to non-compliant MN driver’s licenses for people who are not able to show proof of US citizenship